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Aims of the Society 

The Ontario Model Soldier Society is a provincially chartered, non–profit 
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1) Providing a meeting place and a means of exchange of information 
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and displaying model and toy soldiers and studying the history thereof. 
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Greetings!  

You’ll notice in this edition that the 

Great War clerk has been replaced 

by the crest of the Fredericton 

Police Force. This is to honour the two fallen officers, Constables 

Sara Burns and Robb Costello, who were tragically killed in the line 

of duty on 10 August 2018. Lest we forget. 

On a less sombre note, Scott Dummitt begins this issue with an 

overview of this year’s ON PARADE. For the first time in a few 

years, I was able to attend the show, and I had a terrific time! A 

special thanks to Scott and his crew of volunteers for putting on 

such a terrific event. Jim and Eunice Matresky conducted an 

interesting interview of our past president – Jim Qualtrough. Stuart 

Hessney, editor of the Toy Soldier & Model Figure magazine and 

fellow OMSS member, graciously permitted the reprinting of an 

article previously published in his magazine by Ralph Kimmich on 

the instrumental role that Jan and Frank Scroby had in the 

production of “new old toy soldiers.” In addition to these major 

articles, Jeff Duncan previews some exciting Second World War 

movies, while Ronald Peraziana provides a preview for a book on 

the experiences of a Canadian light infantryman during the Great 

War. Finally, Ian Pearson dug deep into the archives and provides 

material on the uniforms of foreign regiments of the British Army 

during the Napoleonic Wars, a militia exercise near Fredericton, and 

an underwater tank of all things! 

As always, I am looking for more submissions. If you would like to 

write me a letter, an article, a review, or simply share some news, 

I’d be grateful.  

Brendan Hogan 

Editor 

  

Cover Photo: The crowds thronged to this year’s 56th Annual Show ON 

PARADE 2018 at Humber College Lakeshore Campus. The show was 

a resounding success by all accounts and will be held again at the 

same location on 15 June 2019. Hope to see you there!  
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 Letters to the Editor 

Gee Charlie…. Sure hope 

my letter gets to the editor 

in time for the next edition!  

Bloody hope so! It’s 

awfully empty this time!  
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President’s Message 

by John Hambly 

Well the summer is starting to wind 

down and soon we will meet again at 

the Legion for are startup in 

September. Again, we have proven to 

the general public that the OMSS can 

put on a great annual show and 

competition. This year’s show at 

Humber College was without a doubt 

one of the best ones yet. The feedback from our members and vendors and outsiders was this show 

was great and keep up the good work your society does. I would like to thank all those who participated 

in the show and to our vendors as well you did a great job. A special thanks goes out to Scott Dummitt 

for all his hard work in getting this show organized and under way. Thanks Scott!  

As you know the Friday crew that did the setup had a few snags and for this I say thanks for your 

patients and help. We learn from our mistakes and next year’s show will improve on these mishaps. To 

the two groups that attended from a far being Britains and Borgfeldt your presence was most 

impressive. Britains had a lecture on the sat in a room just off of the gym and was attended by many 

who said afterwards " the Britains lecture was very well done. We look forward to the commissioned 

figure to come in the fall of General Currie. 

This was the first year for the kids paint your own figure and it was a hit. Thanks goes out to Mrs. 

Qualtrough and Mrs. Milburn and gang for helping out with this booth. Hope we can count on you two 

next year. Job well done. To all members who put in a display for competition or not you have shown 

that when we all put our creative minds together we do an amazing job. To all prize winners I say 

congrats to all your hard work this also shows the outsiders what the OMSS is all about. 

As your president I look forward to seeing all of you at our September meeting and to listen to the great 

stories of your time spent at the 2018 On Parade show. Don’t forget my challenge to you all to bring a 

new member into our club so we can say proudly "I, AM A MEMBER OF THE OMSS!!" 

Thanks again for a show well done and see you at the September meeting. 

Happy collecting! 
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Battle, Capture & Escape: The Experiences of a Canadian Light Infantryman during the Great 
War 

George Pearson 
Leonaur Limited 

2008 
ISBN 9781846775994 

contributed by Ronald Peraziana, Ontario Model Soldier Society Member 
 

Battlefield to breakout and 

bid for freedom – when 

Corporal Edwards' 

regiment, the Princess 

Patricia's Canadian Light 

Infantry went into the line 

in France during the 

Great War, nothing could 

prepare its men for the 

overwhelming assaults 

they would experience 

from the attacking 

German forces. After a 

heroic struggle followed 

by hand–to–hand fighting, 

his battalion was overrun 

and all but annihilated. 

Edwards and a few of his 

surviving comrades were 

spared and taken into 

captivity. Then followed 

the long journey to the 

Fatherland and 

incarceration behind the 

wire of a P.O.W camp. 

But Edwards was not 

prepared to languish as a 

prisoner for long. He 

began to plan escapes. 

Several were 

unsuccessful, but 

eventually he began a bid 

for freedom which would 

take him across Europe in 

a desperate attempt to 

reach Allied lines. Epic 

adventure, indeed.   
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VALOUR 

REMEMBERED 

August 2018 marks the 

centennial anniversary of the 

Battle of Amiens, the opening 

phase of the Allied offensive 

which began on 8 August 1918, 

later known as the Hundred Days 

offensive, that ultimately led to 

the end of the First World War. 

Allied forces advanced over 

11km on the first day, one of the 

greatest advances of the war, 

with the Canadian Corps playing 

a decisive role. The Allied victory 

was so complete that Erich 

Ludendorff described the first day 

of the battle as “the black day of 

the German Army.” The OMSS 

proudly honours the victory won 

by the Canadian Corps.  

 

 

Did you catch it at the local picturehouse? 

contributed by Jeff Duncan, Ontario Model Soldier Society 

Member 

Hurricane 

Synopsis: Hurricane (Squadron 303) is the story of a group of 

brave Poles who fought in the skies over England during the 

Second World War, not just to keep Great Britain free from the 

Nazis, but also to keep alive the very idea of their own country, 

which had existed in its modern form for barely twenty years 

before it was crushed between the opposing jaws of Germany 

and Russia. Equipped with the almost–obsolete Hurricane and 

(with some initial reluctance) given RAF blue uniforms, while they 

fought, Poland lived. 

Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcngk13frI   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYcngk13frI
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The Captain 

Synopsis: In the last moments of the Second World 

War, a young German soldier fighting for survival 

finds a Nazi captain's uniform. Impersonating an 

officer, the man quickly takes on the monstrous 

identity of the perpetrators he is trying to escape 

from. It tells the story of German war criminal Willi 

Herold, who assumed a stolen identity as a 

German officer and orchestrated the killing of 

deserters and other prisoners at one of the 

Emslandlager camps. 

Trailer: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LANyo2O40lM  

 

Operation Finale 

Synopsis: 15 years after the Second World War, a 

team of Jewish secret agents are brought together to 

track down and capture former SS officer Adolf 

Eichmann, the infamous Nazi architect of the 

Holocaust. 

Trailer: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP5n5VFxiO4  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LANyo2O40lM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP5n5VFxiO4
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ON PARADE 2018 

by Scott Dummitt, 

Ontario Model 

Soldier Society 

Member 

It’s hard to say that 

the 2018 version of 

“ON PARADE” was 

one of our best 

ever, when you’re 

the show Chairman 

without sounding 

vane and a bit of a 

braggart, but it 

really was. We had 

more people attend 

than we did last 

year, and that was a banner attendance for us, plus we had a 20% increase in vendor tables. Part of 

the show’s success comes from the new venue we have at Humber College, but a lot of it comes from 

the hard–working volunteers that support our show not only the weekend it’s on, but through their 

efforts the rest of the year.  Our first flyers for the 2018 show appeared at the Peterborough Militaria 

show last October and a week later at the East Coast Toy Soldier Show in New Jersey. Flyers and 

canvassers made appearances at shows in the GTA area over the next several months and despite 

having our tables show up late on the Friday set–up, our volunteers had them up and ready within 40 

minutes of their arrival. The same effort went into helping vendors bring in their stock for the show, as 

well as setting up for the “Meet & Greet” on Saturday night. Without the efforts of our OMSS volunteers, 

things just wouldn’t go as smoothly as it did. One last word on our 

volunteers, it was noticed. Many of the displayers and non–club 

member vendors commented on the help they received and that 

goes a long way on getting repeat commitments from the vendors 

for future shows. 

This was our second year at Humber College and once again we 

started the 

weekend off 

with a Friday 

night bash at 

one of the local 

Pubs. 

Approximately 

12 to 15 people 

decided to stay 

overnight at the 

college and so 

we all went 

An overview of the venue for ON PARADE 2018. The wargaming 

display is in the foreground. 

Richard Moore’s WB French 

and Indian War display. 

Ian Pearson’s “Honouring Valour in Miniature” display.  
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under the leadership of Past 

President Jim Qualtrough to 

find a place for supper and 

some liquid refreshment. I 

thought we were heading for a 

local pub but sometime after 

the eight block or our trek I 

suspect Jim was leading us to 

Hamilton. Friday night was a 

lot of fun and after getting 

back to our accommodations 

we still had a few hours of 

room trading take place. 

Room trading for our show 

has been confined to those 

staying over on the Friday due 

to Humber’s strict policy of not 

having people come in off the street. It restricts the participants; 

however, it provides a sense of security for those at the college. There 

were a lot of great bargains and 

sellers included those that would 

not be selling on the Saturday. 

Saturday started early for many 

of us and once again it was 

great to have the Humber 

College Food Court open for us 

at 7 am, where it usually doesn’t 

open until 8 am. This gives 

those that stayed overnight a 

chance to get a breakfast or just 

a Tim Horton’s coffee and we 

are also starting to see some of 

Phil Andrews’ connoisseur figure of a 

Prince Edward Island militia 

officer,1864. 

Scott Dummitt discusses the show with John Hambly. 

Bruce Sundstrom’s Turkish archer 

won a gold medal. 

This year’s ON PARADE set records for attendance 

and number of vendors. 

Phil Andrews’ bust of George 

Washington as the Commander–in–Chief 

of the Continental Army. 
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the Saturday set–up 

vendors show up for 

an early breakfast 

as well.  The doors 

were open for 

vendors at 7:30 am 

and things started 

getting busy. People 

were setting up their 

vendor tables, 

displays and 

competition pieces. 

Once again, we had 

Ken and Ericka 

Osen join us with a 

William Britain 

Limited display, plus 

we saw Merle 

Tubman from Borgfeldt (Canada) Limited return after a 

few year’s absence. Gary Robson and Guy Elliot also 

manned their display areas and we were extremely 

fortunate to have Janet MacKay, Cindy Qualtrough 

and Barbara Milburn take charge of the Britain’s “Paint 

your own Toy Soldier” table. The “Paint your own Toy 

Soldier” table offered children 12 years of age and younger a chance to have hands on experience 

painting plastic figures. It was extremely popular and all the paint, figures and brushes were provided 

by Britains. Britains also once again donated a box of Deetail figures so that we could make sure every 

child attending the show would have one as soon as they came in the door. 

We saw several 

new vendors 

this year, which 

was fortunate 

as some of our 

past supporters 

were absent 

due to illness or 

other 

commitments. 

Ian Kyle from 

Peterborough 

helped us out 

with a Militaria 

table, dedicated 

to selling 

anything but 

weapons. Other 

William Britain’s forthcoming Lieutenant–

General Sir Arthur Currie figure. 

John Hambly awards Les Eslary with the “Club 

Choice” award for his French Foreign Legion diorama. 

Lance Darlow’s Battle of Berlin diorama 

won the “Best of Show” award. 
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first–time vendors included Val Fullard 

(1/6th scale vehicles), Keys & Collectibles 

(King & Country), Ken Morris (vintage toy 

soldiers & books), Richard Feltoe (figures 

and models), Francis Kaufmann (modern 

Britains) and Steve Aubie (display bases). 

Our newcomers were supported by our 

usual group of dedicated vendors and all 

together we had 47 vendor tables at this 

year’s show. 

The show also surpassed itself this year 

with displays and competition pieces. Every 

table was full early on Saturday morning 

and we ended up putting three more tables 

out to accommodate the extra pieces that 

came in. Chris Loney from Smith Falls, 

Ontario drove up to see the show for the 

first time and brought along a 1/6th scale 

Panzer II with tank commander just to 

display for a few hours. Another long–

distance participant this year was Doug 

Bedford from the Manitoba Model Soldier 

Society. Lance Darlow from Trenton was 

back as well as Andrew Laschuk from 

Jeff Duncan mans the OMSS 

club table. 

Two attendees look at some of the figures 

available for sale at ON PARADE 2018. 

Bill Wyatt’s Queen Elizabeth II riding her Canadian stallion? Les Eslary’s French Foreign Legion 

diorama won the “Club’s Choice” award. 
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Windsor, plus many more. Competition 

and display pieces ranged from 1/48th 

to 1/6th scale and even a 1/1 scale if 

you include Gary Robson’s WWI 

bivouac area. The grand winners this 

year were Lance Darlow for “Last Stand 

in Berlin” (Judges Pick) and Les Eslary 

for “The French Foreign Legion” as 

chosen by the Attendees. Once again, 

a big hand goes out to Ian Pearson, 

Phil Andrews and Bruce Sundstrom for 

their diligent judging. 

The show was not completely over this year at 5 

pm like in the past. This year we introduced an after show “Greet & Meet” which started at 6 pm. This 

included a Buffet style meal and 

pay as you go bar. William 

Britain Limited once again 

donated three of its “Regiment” 

figures as door prizes and with 

a group of approximately 29 

people this evening was a 

pleasant way to top off our “ON 

PARADE” 2018 weekend.  

At this time, we are booked with 

Humber College for the 15th of 

June, 2019 when we hold our 

next show and competition.  

  

John Hambly’s creative” World of Britains” display. 

A young lad tries his hand at painting a toy soldier provided by William 

Britains under the dutiful supervision of Cindy Qualtrough. 

William Britain’s Ken Osen talks with OMSS members. 

Militaria dealer Ian Kyle mans his table 

at the show. 
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OMSS Member Profile: Jim 

Qualtrough 

by Jim & Eunice Matresky, Ontario 

Model Soldier Society Member 

Jim Qualtrough is currently Past 

President of the OMSS and has 

been a member of the Society for 12 

years. 

What did you do for a living before you retired? Family? 

I was a Toronto Police Officer for 35 years and have been 

retired for two years now. I was in uniform for about half of my 

career. I moved through the ranks as a Constable, Sergeant, 

and eventually as a Staff Sergeant. As well I was a Detective – 

Detective Constable then a Detective. I really enjoyed my 

career; it was very diverse as far as policing goes. It was hard 

to retire because I enjoyed every minute of it. I don’t think of it 

as a stressful job. I always think positive about my career. 

There were very trying times. I had trying times myself and as 

you get up in rank 

you are then 

dealing with the 

challenges of the 

people that you 

supervise and 

those challenges 

were actually 

tougher on me than 

going through my 

own challenges. 

I am married with 

three daughters. 

My wife, Cindy, has 

been very 

supportive 

throughout the 

years. She is 

involved in a 

Cabinet made by OMSS member 

John Hambly for Jim’s retirement. 
Jim with John Hambly and Guy 

Elliott in his display room. 

Colour Sergeant, Royal Marines Light 

Infantry, 1868. 
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community band and after all these years I 

have a chance to support her. I am her biggest 

fan because all my life she has been my 

biggest fan. 

We wanted to move out of the city – a little 

further east. We used to camp down Picton way 

– Sandbanks and so on – so we looked for a 

house down this way. We bought this house in 

Brighton two years before I retired and so I 

commuted for two years. We are living the 

country dream and are still close enough to the 

city. All our daughters have now moved out – 

we are empty nesters – and now I am a proud 

grandfather. 

How and when did you get started in the hobby? 

I always had GI Joes and toy soldiers. It wasn’t until 

I was a teenager, when my mother worked with Ken 

Lewis – she bought a band from him and she gave 

me a figure for Christmas and one for Easter, etc., 

and after a few years I had the whole band and then 

I started buying my own bands. After a few years I 

started to get more serious – going to auctions and so on and started buying a few more. I went to one 

of the model soldier shows and the first guy I talked to was Don Ritchie. 

My interest in 

the navy 

started 

because my 

father was in 

the Navy 

Reserve, so I 

grew up in the 

“Navy World”. I 

became a 

cadet when I 

was 10 years 

old and I 

became an 

officer with the 

Canadian 

Armed Forces 

– Cadet Instructor, Band Officer – and loved working with the kids and the other officers. My policing 

days took over eventually but I continued to sponsor the cadet movement in Canada. I now sit on the 

National Board of Directors. 

Home Guard in concert. 

Royal Navy & Royal Canadian Navy. 

Remembrance wall and Mounted Life Guard Band. 
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Is there a special 

person (or persons) 

who have influenced 

you or taught you 

regarding the 

hobby? 

Don Ritchie was 

such a wealth of 

information – he 

was number one. I 

still ask him 

questions; and now 

everyone I meet in 

the Society I so much admire – not just for soldier things but everything else they represent. I am also a 

huge fan of Jeff Duncan because of everything he does, and also Gary Lenius, because of all the work 

he puts in. The more I work with him, and it has been a couple of years now, the more I appreciate how 

much he does for the club. I wish I had 

joined the club earlier so I could have met 

Gord Dumbleton but I was able to buy a 

number of his figures. I always look for 

figures made by Gord Dumbleton. The other 

guy who took me under his wing was Paul 

Aitchison – his enthusiasm was amazing. 

He always showed me what he was working 

on. 

What is your special interest re: model or toy soldiers? Do 

you have a favourite figure or set of figures? 

I like police figures and mounted and marching bands, big 

bands, brass bands, policing from around the world – Hong 

Kong Police, Bahamas Police. I enjoy naval figures – 

British, Canadian and U.S. Marine Corp. My favourite 

figure is a Highland figure. It was given to me by a retired 

Colonel in the Canadian Army when I was just starting out 

collecting soldiers. I didn’t really realize the quality of the 

painting of the figure at the time but the more I collected 

the more I realized how well done it was. Now every figure 

I see I compare with it to see how well it is done. 

Stadden figures. 

General Pershing’s Own US Army Band. 

Jim with his collection. 
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How do you display your figures? Describe your 

collection? 

I have most of my figures in cabinets on the lower 

level (I don’t call it the basement). I have cabinets that 

I have picked up in the past several years – and they 

grow in number. I would add shelves to the cabinets 

that I buy to double the shelving in the cabinets. I love 

to see people experience the “wow factor” – people 

who have never seen toy soldiers, or the cabinets 

themselves have an effect. 

How many figures do you have? 

I’ve got about 2,000 figures on display. 

If you had one suggestion to make to improve the OMSS, what would that be? 

My hope would be that we can keep expanding in membership. We have such a unique group of 

people. I would have people take a greater part in the Society – just talking to one another and sharing 

information; and I would love to see more young people coming in – even people in their thirties and 

forties – and keep them interested in the hobby. 

What advice would you have for a 

person just beginning a model or toy 

soldier collection? 

Go slow. Learn about each soldier as 

you get it. Whatever your interest, 

learn how it was made and who 

painted it. Not just quantity of the 

soldiers, but the quality of the soldiers 

is important. 

In your years of collecting, what is 

your biggest regret – missed 

opportunity, the one that got away, 

etc.? 

If I had a lot more money – I regret 

not buying more soldiers at some of 

the sales of people who have passed 

on because I love the idea of keeping 

the tradition going in our circle. I wish I had joined the club earlier and had a chance to acquire more 

soldiers from some of those people, the Dumbletons and the Aitchisons, etc. 

What do you enjoy most about the hobby – e.g., painting, casting, research, building dioramas, buying? 

I enjoy the camaraderie of the group. I enjoy painting – I don’t paint a lot but what I do, I enjoy. I love 

talking to people and listening to people who are so passionate about whatever they are doing.  

The Mississippi. 

Jim at his painting desk. 
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Tribute to Jan & Frank Scroby 

by Ralph Kimmich, previously published in the Toy 

Soldier & Model Figure magazine Issue 232 – 2018.  

December 31, 2017, marked the passing of Jan Scroby, 

a pioneer and icon of our toy soldier hobby. Jan together 

with her husband, Frank, who passed away Nov. 26, 

2016, are recognized as the team responsible for 

initiating the renaissance of modern metal toy soldiers 

nearly a decade after the Safety in Toys Act sounded the death knell of lead–based toy soldiers. 

DEALERS BECOME MAKERS  

Jan and Frank operated a stall on 

Saturdays in London’s renowned 

antique market on Portobello Road to 

supplement their regular job 

earnings. They sold metal toy 

soldiers –– mostly 54–mm Britains. 

But they began experiencing difficulty 

in acquiring an adequate number of 

vintage figures to stock their stall.  

The U.K. couple recognized that a 

growing demand had created a 

shortage and new sources were 

needed to satisfy the appetite of 

collectors. They decided to take the 

plunge and embarked on a venture to 

make some toy figures of their own.  

The initial production of a limited line of single figures was truly homemade. The Scrobys used gravity 

casting of zinc alloy metal melted on the kitchen stovetop of their Blenheim Crescent apartment in 

London.  

Their first figures were made in 

December 1973. The initial line 

was 14 different soldiers, 

including Coldstream Guards, 

Gordon Highlanders, French 

Imperial Guardsmen, and the 

British Rifle Brigade, as well as a 

single set of mounted Imperial 

Yeomanry. The final figures 

made in this inaugural line 

depicted British Volunteer Rifle 

Corps soldiers of Princess 

Louise's Kensingtons, but not 

Blenheim Princess Louise’s Kensington Rifles. 

Jan & Frank in France in 1996. 

Early Blenheim Napoleonic British Coldstream Guards Colour Party. 
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many were made as they were not very 

popular with customers.  

NOSTAGLIA MODELS  

With experience came proficiency. In 1974, 

the Scrobys’ figures caught the attention of 

fellow Portobello Road Market trader, toy 

soldier collector and military historian 

Shamus O.D. Wade. Soon an arrangement 

was struck to produce a line of “Nostalgia” 

figures to Wade’s specifications. With this 

contract, Jan and Frank left their regular 

employment to make toy soldiers full time.  

The popularity of the Nostalgia Models range and continued commercial success resulted in the couple 

outgrowing their London apartment. They applied for and succeeded in receiving a grant from the 

Welsh 

Economic Development 

Board to relocate to a new 

facility Jan. 11, 1975. Their 

small factory in Wales 

allowed the Scrobys to 

expand. They hired 

additional painters and 

purchased centrifugal 

casting equipment. 

From the humble beginnings 

of a Portobello Road stall, 

Jan and Frank’s Blenheim 

Nostalgia Set #17 New South Wales Field Artillery, Australia, Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee Parade, 1897. 

Nostalgia Set #129 Maori Contingent, New Zealand Mounted Rifles, Queen 

Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee Parade, 1897. 

Nostalgia Set #160 Camel Gunners 

of the 3rd Nizam's Cavalry. 
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Military Models was transformed into a true manufacturing organization with widespread distribution of 

a product line that included Victorian, Colonial 

and Napoleonic ranges of figures.  

NEW BRANDS EMERGE  

The stovetop origins of the “new old toy soldier” 

concept metamorphosed under the management 

and creativity of Jan and Frank into a business 

operation that encompassed Blenheim, 

Nostalgia, American Brigade Collection, 

Marlborough Military Miniatures, Star Soldiers, 

Delhi Durbar and Silk Road brand names and 

lines.  

Additionally, the Scrobys produced many special commissions and limited–edition commemoratives 

such as the Queen’s Silver Jubilee, an Iowa set featuring actress Marilyn Monroe, a 39–piece Princeton 

Battlefield Preservation Society set 

presented to British Queen Elizabeth II and 

U.S. President Gerald Ford, and part of the 

Malcolm Forbes Collection.  

Unique sets and figures were also sold at 

retail at Fort Henry in Kingston, Ont., 

Canada; Fort Ticonderoga and the U.S. 

Military Academy at West Point in New York 

state; and Annapolis, Md., home of the U.S. 

Naval Academy. Other outlets included the 

Under Two Flags Shop in London and Au 

Grin de Folie in Geneva, Switzerland.  

FAMILY TEAMWORK  

Jan was the creative driving force. She did 

all of the research, sculpting of master 

figures and painting specifications. Frank 

handled the operational arm involving all 

mold making and figure casting. This often 

entailed developing innovative techniques for the intricate casting of raised details and varied poses 

based on Jan’s master designs. The Scrobys were 

the first toy soldier makers to mass produce 

figures with raised details.  

Mike and Star Curley became U.S. distributers for 

Blenheim and its related output. An outgrowth of 

this relationship was the launching of a new 

specialized line by the Scrobys and Curleys known 

as Star Soldiers. 

Jan Scroby and Star Curley 

(from left). 

Star Soldiers Silk Road 

Series “Patrolling the 

Palace Grounds.” 

London shop Under Two Flags 

exclusive mounted emirs. 
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It was comprised of limited edition sets, with 20 initially. But it rapidly grew to 

100 sets that were subscription–based. The sets focused on campaigns such 

as the Indian Mutiny and Boer War, and featured military units not previously 

available as toy soldiers. A total of 38 separate sets were issued by the time 

the line was ended.  

The Blenheim line closed in April 

1982. But it re–emerged later in 

1982 as Marlborough Military 

Models based in Bridgend, 

Wales. Marlborough expanded 

beyond the Victorian Age to 

include themes such as the 

Edwardian period, Napoleonic 

Wars, Indian Army, American Revolutionary and Civil 

Wars, civilians, military institutes, artillery, vehicles, the 

Delhi Durbar, and Silk Road. New ventures 

even extended into producing a line of 

Charbens figures from the original molds.  

LASTING IMPACT  

The Scrobys moved to France in 1994 due 

to Frank’s health issues, but they continued 

the business. Eventually they sold 

Marlborough and retired. Their last sets 

were made by the early 2000s.  

Jan and Frank’s contributions to toy soldier collecting and their 

impactful influence are best measured by the scope and variety 

of today’s hobby. Consider the annual Chicago Toy Soldier 

Show with its hundreds of dealers and collectors all buying, 

selling and trading the many makers and styles of toy soldiers 

both old and new. Perhaps this is the finest tribute to Jan and 

Frank Scroby.  

There is no question that they will be missed. 

Note: the editor wishes to personally thank both Stuart 

Hessney, editor of the Toy Soldier & Model Figure magazine, 

and Ralph Kimmich for allowing this article to be published in 

THE JOURNAL.  

Texas A&M Cadet Corps Color Guard. 

Marion Military Institute cadet officer. 

Fork Union Military Academy Color Guard. 

Second World War Italian soldier. 
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Results of the Ontario Model Soldier Society 2018 ON PARADE Show Annual Competition 

The Society’s 2018 Annual Competition was held on June 16th, 2018 as part of the “ON PARADE” 
show. We had a good turnout of entries of a wide variety from connoisseur figures to vehicles, 
dioramas and massed displays. Lots of colour and interest. Thanks go to Ian Pearson and his team of 
judges for spending much of the day working the tables and adjudicating the awards. 

Here then are our 2018 award winners.  

Certificates of Merit: 

• Doug Bedford – French Cuirassiers 1812 

• Lance Darlow – French Cuirassier 1815 

• Janet MacKay – Danube Swabian Lady 

• Don Ritchie – Grenadier 

• Soo–Gane Won – German Armoured Car Sdkfz 222 

• William Wyatt – Gulliver 

Bronze Medals: 

• Phil Andrews – Commander in Chief 

• Doug Bedford – Mons 

• Lance Darlow – Polish Lancer 1815 

• Jeff Duncan – (1) Planes and Air Forces; (2) Ford “Seep;” (3) Slovak Air Force 

• Andrew Laschuk – 1/6 Scale Armoured Vehicles 

• Grant Lawson – (1) Royal Hamilton Light Infantry RSM; (2) Tank Commander 

• Frank MacKay – Sharpe of the 95th 

• Don Ritchie – Atholl Highlanders 

• Garry (Rusty) Robson – What Price Peace? 

• Bruce Sundstrom – Repair, Replace, Repaint 

• Soo–Gane Won – (1) Rommel; (2) Sturmgeschütz Mk III 

Silver Medals: 

• Phil Andrews – American G.I. 

• Doug Bedford – Joseph Stalin 

• Lance Darlow – (1) German Infantry 1943; (2) Napoleonic Guard 1808–14; (3) Confederate 
Rifleman; (4) Captain of 1st Virginia 

• Scott Dummitt – United States Navy Ceremonial Guard 

• Les Eslary – The French Foreign Legion 

• Grant Lawson – The Man Who Would Be King 

• Frank MacKay – (1) General Francisco; (2) Mounted Scout 

• Don Ritchie – Peterborough Works 

• Steve Rollason – Britain’s Guards 

• Bruce Sundstrom – (1) Fusilier de la Legion 1863; (2) 10th Toronto Grenadiers 

• Andy Traverse – Honouring General Gordon 

• Soo–Gane Won – (1) The Red Baron; (2) Raoul Lufbery; (3) Tank Destroyer Marder III 

• William Wyatt – (1) Funeral Procession; (2) Royalty; Most British 

Gold Medals: 

• Phil Andrews – Veteran Guard of Canada 

• Doug Bedford – British Dragoon 1811 

• Lance Darlow – (1) Krijlian Dragoon Guard; (2) Apache Warrior; (3) Last Stand in Berlin 

• John Hambly – World of Britain’s 

• Jim Leatch – Seven Years War 
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• Don Ritchie – Grenadier Barge 

• Bruce Sundstrom – (1) Turkish Archer 1650; (2) 2nd Voltigeur 1806; (3) Panther II 

Best of Show as picked by the judges: Lance Darlow – Last Stand in Berlin 

Club’s Choice Best of Show as voted by the attendees: Les Eslary – The French Foreign Legion 

Congratulations to all the award winners and thanks to all the participants in this year’s competition. In 
addition to the competition entries some of our members brought out some very fine displays. These 
involved literally hundreds of figures and are always a great addition to the visual appeal and interest of 
the show. They deserve our special thanks for their participation: Mike Chrus, Lance Darlow, Scott 
Dummitt, Guy Elliott, Tom Elliot, John Hambly, Alex Monsour, Jim Matresky, Richard Moore, Dave 
Norman, Ian Pearson, Jim Qualtrough, Garry Robson, Daniel Sneyd, Bruce Sundstrom, Toy Soldiers 
Club, and William Wyatt. 

Undersea Tanks 

contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (Canadian Army Journal, January 1951, pages 68–69). 

 

These two drawings, recently published in an American 
engineering journal, show undersea tanks being lowered 
onto the sea bed from a military transport before making 
their way ashore to deliver a surprise attack. The moment 
the watertight tanks reach terrra firma the clear plexiglas 
domes which cover the turret while under water are blown 
off and the tank crews are ready for immediate action. 

As yet, undersea tanks are still in blue–print stage, but 
they represent a natural development from the 
amphibious tanks of the 1945 war, and there seems to be 
no strong 
argument 
against their 
development. 
Underwater 

‘pathfinder’ flares are shown in the drawings. 

A bay submarine with track gear: this is the American 
conception of the undersea tank showing the plastic 
bubble top, of clear plexiglas, which is blown off as the 
tank rolls ashore to fulfil its mission. The bubble top 
endures the complete sealing of the vehicle during its short 
journey beneath the sea. The main armament of the tank, 
it is suggested, would be a 105mm recoilless gun mounted 
on one side of the turret and there would be a powerful 
flame projector on the other side. Above these two would 
be a battery of machine guns.  

Spearhead landing operations: an undersea tank, its 
plastic top blown clear, attacking a machine–gun post as it 
rolls ashore at the head of its squadron. On a heavily 
defended coast the undersea tank would not be able to 
advance until frogmen had dynamited a way through the 
defences but once through it would make short work of 
shore installations and would speed the establishment of a 
bridgehead. 
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Foreign Regiments Uniforms in the British Army, 1793–1803 

contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (Charles C. Stadden BMSS The Bulletin, December 1953, 

#10, pages 118–119) 

 

Hompesch’s 

Mounted Rifles 

Bachmann’s 

Battalion Companies 

Hardy’s York 

Fusiliers 

Waldstein’s Light 

Infantry Officer 

Hompesch’s 

Fusiliers 

Headdress: Black felt 

shako with red and 

white plume bound by 

red ‘turban’. Brass 

plate. 

Headdress: Black felt 

shako, plume red over 

white bound by red 

‘turban’ brass plate 

Headdress: Light 

infantry cap 

surmounted by crest 

of brown fur, silver 

hunting horn, green 

plume 

Headdress: Black, 

black fur crest, light 

blue turban and white 

plume 

Headdress: Black felt 

shako, red ‘turban’, 

green plume, brass 

shako plate 

Jacket: Rifle green, 

red facings and 

plastron 

Jacket: Rifle green, 

red facings and 

plastron 

Jacket: Rifle green 

with yellow piping 

barred red, red 

facings, white metal 

buttons 

Jacket: Dark blue 

(ultramarine), light 

blue facings and silver 

lace, crimson sash 

Jacket: Green with 

red facings and 

plastron, white metal 

buttons 

Breeches: Red Breeches: Red Breeches: rifle green Waistcoat: White, 

silver buttons 

Breeches: Blue, 

piping red 

Boots: Black Boots: Black Gaiter: Black Breeches: Same as 

jacket with silver 

bound pockets 

Gaiters: Black 

Buttons: White metal Buttons: White metal Belts: Black, silver 

belt plate 

Belts: White, silver 

plate 

Belts: Black, bayonet 

scabbard black with 

brass tip 

Belts: Black Belts: Black Sword: Brass hilt, 

black scabbard 

Sword: Brass hilt, 

black scabbard 

   Boots: Black 
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Camp of Exercise at Fredericton, 1871 
 

contributed by Ian Pearson, OMSS member (Historical Section, Army Headquarters, Ottawa Canadian 
Army Journal, July 1955, pages 18–19) 

 
In the picture opposite, which was reproduced by courtesy of the Public Archives of Canada from the 
Canadian Illustrated News of 12 August 1871, the New Brunswick Regiment of Yeomanry Cavalry, now 
the 8th Princess Loise’s (New Brunswick) Hussars (5th Armoured Regiment), are seen parading at 
Fredericton during a Brigade Camp of Exercise held in 1871. The Camp, styled ‘Camp Ross’ in honour 
of the Adjutant General Colonel P. Robertson Ross, was opened on 29 June. 
 
The force assembled under the command of the Deputy Adjutant General commanding Military District 
No.8 Lt Colonel GJ Maunsell, was the largest until then encamped in New Brunswick. Units in camp 
with their respective commanding officers were, Brigade Staff (9), Lt Col. GJ Maunsell, DAG; NBRY 
Cavalry (299), Lt Col. J Saunders / 67th Battalion (323), Lt Col. CR Upton / 71st Battalion (353) Lt Col. J 
Hewitson / 74th Battalion (52) Capt. H Hutton / Deer Island Infantry Company (27) Captain A Lloyd / 
Gagetown Infantry Company (40) Capt. C Simpson. The total number of men in camp was 1,411. 
 
The Commandant’s quarters are indicated by the tall flagstaff, while in front are two 6–pounders whose 
double report at five in the morning was an effective Reveille. 
 
On Dominion Day the brigade was formed in line and at noon the customary feu de joie was fired in 
honour of the day. On 6 July, the Admiral of the station with the Lieutenant Governor witnessed field 
manoeuvres (hence, probably, the White Ensign seen in the picture). On 11 July the Adjutant General 
arrived in Camp. The next day an official inspection was followed by field operations and the Adjutant 
General expressed himself pleased with the appearance and condition of the men as well as their 
manoeuvres and tactics during the engagement. 
 
The events at this camp reflect the good condition of the Canadian Militia after five years of Fenian 
threats and Fenian raids. In the absence of such menaces, the efficiency of the force was soon to 
decline. 
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